Tiger Mask

Materials

- Paper plate
- Scissors
- Markers, colored pencils, or crayons
- Glue
- Construction paper
- Hole punch
- Ribbon or string

Instructions

- Create the tiger’s eyes by marking where you’d like them placed, then piercing the spot with a colored pencil or scissors.
- With the clearance from the hole you created, cut eyes into the mask. An adult may need to help with this step.
  - Note: You may save this step until after you’ve colored, but be sure to allow your plate to dry for a smoother cut.
- Color the plate orange (or get creative and pick your own colors) – be sure to decorate on the back side/bottom of the plate!
- Cut two triangles from construction paper for the ears.
- Glue ears to the top of the plate – be sure to glue on the front side/top of the plate (the side you aren’t coloring).
- Using a marker/crayon/colored pencil, draw a nose and smile onto your mask.
- Cut 9 triangles from construction paper for the tiger stripes.
- Glue stripes to the plate on either side of the mouth and between the ears.
- Using a hole punch, make a hole at each side of the plate.
- String ribbon through each hole so the string is along the front side/top of the plate (side you aren’t coloring), adjust so it fits your head, and tie off each end of the ribbon to secure.
- Wear your mask!
Zodiac Animals Banner

Materials

- Zodiac animal patterns
- Scissors
- Markers, crayons, or colored pencils
- Hole punch
- Ribbon

Instructions

- Color your Zodiac animal patterns to your liking.
- Cut out Zodiac animals using scissors.
- Using a hole punch, create one hole at the top of each animal.
- String together your Zodiac animals using ribbon (you determine length of ribbon – the longer the string, the larger the banner!)
  - The proper order of the Zodiac is: Mouse, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog, and Pig.
- Secure each animal by tying a knot in the ribbon as you go through each hole.
- Banner can be hung over door knob, window latch, etc.